sony ericsson xperia neo l android smartphone announced mar 2012 features 4 0 display snapdragon s2 chipset 5 mp primary camera 1500 mah battery 1000 mb storage 512 mb ram the sony xperia neo l is a mid range android smartphone designed developed and manufactured by sony mobile communications the xperia neo l as first announced in march 2012 and was released in june 2012 the xperia neo l was first made available in china and was later on released globally sony xperia neo l is a mid range smartphone running android ics it has a 4 display 5mp camera with 720p video recording and 1ghz processor running the show this device is also known as sony mt25i cons thick body 0 48 inches popular comparisons the sony xperia neo l is most commonly compared with these phones sony xperia neo l vs the sony xperia neo l is a cure for nostalgia most of the phone’s front is taken by a 4 16m color lcd screen of fwvga resolution 854 x 480 pixels the neo l uses a similar spec d the sony xperia neo l is the latest android handset by the japanese phone maker and it tries to strike the right balance between price and functionality the xperia neo l builds up on the success of the neo series but this time adds a bigger screen a slightly different build and design is it worth your time and money user reviews xperia neo l 6 still camera and quality comparison video camera and quality comparison sony android touch ui camera with stock android interface the xperia neo l 1 29m subscribers subscribed 595 439k views 11 years ago for more details check out our web site phonearena com reviews son the sony xperia neo l is the latest android sony’s latest addition to the xperia stable comes in the form of the neo l a successor to the neo v and inheriting much of its looks the neo l is competing in the same category as the htc one v and the lg optimus 7 but do the modest specs of this smartphone guarantee a worthwhile user experience we find out hardware design as mentioned smartphones sony xperia neo l overview pros cons reviews 70 techspot metascore based on 4 expert reviews excellent 0 good 2 average 1 bad 1 pros comes with ics on board sony xperia neo l best price is rs 7000 as on 3rd march 2024 see full specifications expert reviews user ratings and more compare sony xperia neo l prices before buying online gsmarena official 1 71m subscribers 99 42k views 11 years ago unboxing the sony xperia neo l and taking a brief tour around its user interface learn more about the smartphone here summary cpu qualcomm snapdragon s2 msm8255 android 4 0 3 android 4 0 4 tft led backlit lcd ram 512mb rom 1gb wifi4 bt2 1 back 5mp front 0 3mp 1500mah share page full specifications phone sony xperia neo l mt25i specs detailed technical information features price and review all about this phone user reviews xperia neo l 5 gallery music and video players audio quality sony android touch ui two galleries to do one job the xperia neo l comes with the ice cream sandwich xperia neo l unboxing hands on review hd 4 ics mobile phone from sony gadgets portal 306k subscribers subscribed 159 97k views 11 years ago camera samples at gadgetsportal sony support article id sx243902 last modified 10 27 2023 overview of xperia devices and android
versions applicable products and categories of this article overview of the xperia devices and the respective android os versions the xperia devices include dual sim variants if such variants are available est delivery may 21 22 599 99 999 99 add to cart sony offers various xperia smartphone models with long lasting battery life and excellent camera quality pre order the newest smartphone models today for more details on the sony xperia neo l head over to soyacincau com tag sony xperia neo l the new smartphone will feature a 6.5 inch oled display called the cinema wide display and inherits the vertical silhouette from the xperia 1 with an aspect ratio of 21:9 and supports 4k hdr and the chipset used is qualcomm s snapdragon 865 with 8gb of memory and will be sold with 128gb or 256 gb storage on a 3g network the sony xperia neo l has enough juice for 7 hours and 41 minutes of talk time that s actually half an hour better than the officially advertised talk time but an hour less sony has created a limited edition run of the xperia z3 series where the back of the handsets feature an engraved illustration inspired by three cities the stadt talente project invited three artists to choose their favourite cities using the xperia z3 series as their canvas
**sony xperia neo l full phone specifications**

**gsmarena com Apr 19 2024**

sony xperia neo l android smartphone announced mar 2012 features 4 0 display snapdragon s2 chipset 5 mp primary camera 1500 mah battery 1000 mb storage 512 mb ram

**sony xperia neo l wikipedia Mar 18 2024**

the sony xperia neo l is a mid range android smartphone designed developed and manufactured by sony mobile communications the xperia neo l as first announced in march 2012 and was released in june 2012 the xperia neo l was first made available in china and was later on released globally

**sony xperia neo l specs phonearena Feb 17 2024**

sony xperia neo l is a mid range smartphone running android ics it has a 4 display 5mp camera with 720p video recording and 1ghz processor running the show this device is also known as sony mt25i cons thick body 0.48 inches popular comparisons the sony xperia neo l is most commonly compared with these phones sony xperia neo l vs

**sony xperia neo l review blast from the past unboxing 360 Jan 16 2024**

the sony xperia neo l is a cure for nostalgia most of the phone s front is taken by a 4 16m color lcd screen of fwvga resolution 854 x 480 pixels the neo l uses a similar spec d

**sony xperia neo l review phonearena Dec 15 2023**

the sony xperia neo l is the latest android handset by the japanese phone maker and it tries to strike the right balance between price and functionality the xperia neo l builds up on the success of the neo series but this time adds a bigger screen a slightly different build and design is it worth your time and money

**sony xperia neo l review blast from the past still camera Nov 14 2023**

user reviews xperia neo l 6 still camera and quality comparison video camera and quality comparison sony android touch ui camera with stock android interface the xperia neo l
sony xperia neo l review youtube Oct 13 2023

1 29m subscribers subscribed 595 439k views 11 years ago for more details check out our web site phonearena.com reviews son the sony xperia neo l is the latest android

sony xperia neo l review gadgets 360 Sep 12 2023

sony s latest addition to the xperia stable comes in the form of the neo l a successor to the neo v and inheriting much of its looks the neo l is competing in the same category as the htc one v and the lg optimus 7 but do the modest specs of this smartphone guarantee a worthwhile user experience we find out hardware design as mentioned

sony xperia neo l reviews pros and cons techspot Aug 11 2023

smartphones sony xperia neo l overview pros cons reviews 70 techspot metascore based on 4 expert reviews excellent 0 good 2 average 1 bad 1 pros comes with ics on board

sony xperia neo l price in india specifications 3rd march Jul 10 2023

sony xperia neo l best price is rs 7000 as on 3rd march 2024 see full specifications expert reviews user ratings and more compare sony xperia neo l prices before buying online

sony xperia neo l unboxing and hands on youtube Jun 09 2023

gsmarena official 1 71m subscribers 99 42k views 11 years ago unboxing the sony xperia neo l and taking a brief tour around its user interface learn more about the smartphone here

sony xperia neo l mt25i specs phonemore May 08 2023

summary cpu qualcomm snapdragon s2 msm8255 android 4 0 3 android 4 0 4 4 tft led backlit lcd ram 512mb rom 1gb wifi4 bt2 1 back 5mp front 0 3mp 1500mah share page full specifications phone sony xperia neo l mt25i specs detailed technical information features price and review all about this phone
sony xperia neo l review blast from the past gallery
Apr 07 2023

user reviews xperia neo l 5 gallery music and video players audio quality sony android touch ui two galleries to do one job the xperia neo l comes with the ice cream sandwich

new xperia neo l unboxing hands on review hd youtube Mar 06 2023

xperia neo l unboxing hands on review hd 4 ics mobile phone from sony gadgets portal 306k subscribers subscribed 159 97k views 11 years ago camera samples at gadgetsportal

overview of xperia devices and android versions
sony usa Feb 05 2023

sony support article id sx243902 last modified 10 27 2023 overview of xperia devices and android versions applicable products and categories of this article overview of the xperia devices and the respective android os versions the xperia devices include dual sim variants if such variants are available

sony xperia smartphones Jan 04 2023

est delivery may 21 22 599 99 999 99 add to cart sony offers various xperia smartphone models with long lasting battery life and excellent camera quality pre order the newest smartphone models today

hands on sony xperia neo l youtube Dec 03 2022

for more details on the sony xperia neo l head over to soyacincau com tag sony xperia neo l

sony mobile announced their 5g smartphone xperia 1 ii mark Nov 02 2022

the new smartphone will feature a 6 5 inch oled display called the cinema wide display and inherits the vertical silhouette from the xperia 1 with an aspect ratio of 21 9 and supports 4k hdr and the chipset used is qualcomm s snapdragon 865 with 8gb of memory and will be sold with 128gb or 256 gb storage
sony xperia neo l review blast from the past
phonebook Oct 01 2022

on a 3g network the sony xperia neo l has enough juice for 7 hours and 41 minutes of talk time that s actually half an hour better than the officially advertised talk time but an hour less

limited edition xperia z3 series inspired by berlin tokyo Aug 31 2022

sony has created a limited edition run of the xperia z3 series where the back of the handsets feature an engraved illustration inspired by three cities the stadt talente project invited three artists to choose their favourite cities using the xperia z3 series as their canvas
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